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The change of serum folic acid，homocysteine and its relationship with 
cognitive function in first episode schizophrenia

ZHANG Yinghui，YANG Mei，WANG Desui，HUANG Ling

【ABSTRACT】 Objective　To observe the change of serum folic acid，homocysteine（Hcy）and 

its relationship with cognitive function in first episode schizophrenia（SZ）. Methods　Forty-five patients 

with first episode schizophrenia treated in our hospital from March 2014 to June 2015 were selected as the 

observation group，and 50 healthy adults were selected as the control group. The serum level of folic acid，

Hcy and cognitive function were observed in two groups. The correlation between them was analyzed by 

Pearson correlation analysis. Results　The level of folic acid of the first episode SZ patients was significantly 

lower than that of the control group，while the Hcy level was significantly higher than that of the control group，

and the difference was statistically significant（P< 0.05）；The scores of orientation，instantaneous memory，

attention，word immediate memory and delayed recall of the observation group were significantly lower 

than those of the control group（P< 0.05）；The level of folic acid was positively correlated with orientation，

instantaneous memory and attention and calculation，while the Hcy level was negatively correlated with the 

indexes mentioned above；the folic acid，homocysteine（Hcy）level had no obvious correlation with language 

ability，visual and spatial perception and word immediate memory. Conclusions　The level of serum folic 

acid of the patients with first episode SZ are lower and the level of serum Hcy is higher，and the above indexes 

are closely related with some cognitive functions of the patients.
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Schizophrenia（SZ）is one of the major mental diseases. The mental dysfunction in SZ patients is reflected in the 

abnormal syndrome of entire psychiatric behavior，with a high morbidity and broad representation. The annual average 

morbidity of schizophrenia is currently 0.26~0.45 ％ in the world ［1］，of which，approximately 0.5-1.6 ％ are the 

patients with schizophrenia for life time，while the number of SZ patients in China exceeds 10 million ［2］. SZ can cause 

the functional loss of patients in thinking，emotion，cognitive function and behavior，and other aspects，showing an 

extreme incongruity between typical mental behavior and living environment. SZ symptoms are classified by researchers 

into negative or positive symptoms，affective deficits and attention，judgment，information acquisition and treatment，

and other cognitive disorders. It places a heavy burden on the patient’s family and the society.

It is nowadays generally believed that the cognitive function of the patients with first episode SZ shall be found，

prevented and treated promptly. Homocysteine（Hcy）is a methionine that is widely distributed in the food，which 

contains thiamin ［3］ and cannot be synthesized in human body，and it plays an important role in the methionine 

metabolism. As its metabolite，folic acid has the function of reducing Hcy level in plasma. Studies have shown that a 

high expression of Hcy can induce and aggravate the cognitive disorder of stroke patients ［4］. However，the correlation 

between Hcy and cognitive impairment of SZ patients has not yet been concluded so far. In this paper，patients with first 

episode schizophrenia treated in our hospital from March 2014 to June 2015 were selected as the research subjects for 
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purpose of exploring the effect of serum folic acid and Hcy level on the cognitive function. The results are summarized as 

follows.

1　SUBJECTS AND METHODS 
1.1　Research subjects 
Forty-five patients with first episode schizophrenia treated in our hospital from March 2014 to June 2015 were 

selected as the research subjects（observation group）. Inclusion criteria ［5］：a. age ≥ 18 years old and ≤ 65 years old；

b. patients complying with the diagnostic criteria of first-episode SZ in ICD-10 and whose score in positive-negative 

symptom scale is equal to or greater than 60 points；c. informed consent from patient’s guardian. Exclusion criteria：

a. failed to meet the inclusion criteria；b. patients with chronic SZ or other neurological diseases；c. patients combined 

with other severe diseases；d. pregnant or lactating women. A total of 45 subjects were selected as the observation 

group，including 25 male and 20 female patients，aged 25~62 years old，with an average age of 38.98±12.42 years 

old；In control group，there were 50 controls，including 25 male and 25 female controls，aged 24-60 years old，with 

an average age of 39.25±10.45 years old. There was no significant difference in the two groups of patients in terms of 

age，gender，and other general information，and they were comparable. This study was reviewed and approved by the 

hospital ethics committee and the informed consents were obtained from all patient families.

1.2　Methods 
5 ml of fasting upper venous blood was collected from each patient of observation group in the morning within 48 

hours after admission to the hospital. The plasma was obtained by centrifuging the blood at 3500 for 5 minutes. Plasma 

Hcy expression was detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay（ELISA），and the detection was completed using 

the PUZS-300 series automatic biochemical analyzer（Perlong New Technology Co. ，Ltd. ）. The test procedures 

were in strict accordance with the kit instructions，and the kit was purchased from Beijing Fangcheng Biological 

Technology Co. ，Ltd. The level of serum folic acid was determined using electrochemiluminescence method，and the 

detecting instrument was AQT90 FLEX full-auto chemiluminescence immunoassay and original reagents，purchased 

from Denmark RADIOMETER Company. The cognitive functions of subjects in two groups were assessed using the 

Mini-mental State Examination（MMSE）and Auditory Verbal Learning Test（AVLT）. MMSE was used to mainly 

assess the degree of impairment of cognitive function of patients from the aspects of time orientation，place orientation，

instantaneous memory，attention，calculation power，delayed recall，language and visual space. The higher score 

indicates a better maintenance of the cognitive function of the patients concerned. The AVLT was used to mainly assess 

the memory functions.

1.3　Assessment criteria 
The serum folic acid，Hcy level and cognitive function of the patients in two groups were observed，and the 

correlation between them was analyzed using Pearson correlation analysis method.

1.4　Statistical processing 

After all data were entered by two people，they were analyzed using a statistical software IBM SPSS Statistics 

18.0. The counting data were presented by（n，％）and the comparison was made using χ2 test；the measuring data was 

presented in a form of ,x±s using t test. The data were statistically processed using Pearson correlation analysis method. 

P<0.05 indicates that the difference was statistically significant.

2　Results 
2.1　Comparison of serum folic acid and Hcy level in patients of two groups 
The level of serum folic acid of the first-episode SZ patients was 5.05±2.12 ng/ml，which was significantly lower 

than 8.97±3.24 ng/ml of control group，while Hcy level of 17.28±4.32 μmol/L was significantly higher than 10.23±

3.13 μmol/L of control group. The above difference was statistically significant（P<0.05）.

2.2　Comparison of cognitive function 
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Table 1　shows that the scores of orientation，instantaneous memory，attention，calculation power，word 

immediate memory and delayed recall of the patients in SZ group were significantly lower than those of the control group，

and the difference was statistically significant（P<0.05）.
Table 1　Comparison of Cognitive Functions（x±s，points）

Index SZ Group Control Group t value P value

MMSE

Orientation 4.02 ±1.12 5.67±1.15 -7.069 <0.001

Instantaneous memory 2.11±0.98 5.64±1.43 -13.880 <0.001

Attention & calculation power 1.13±0.46 5.13±1.76 -14.791 <0.001

Short-term memory 0.21±0.08 4.47±1.28 -22.274 <0.001

language 6.33±1.46 7.86±1.83 -4.471 <0.001

visual space 0.48±0.11 4.45±1.06 -24.990 <0.001

AVLT

Word immediate memory 15.48±2.65 19.43±2.56 -7.385 <0.001

Delayed recall 6.13±2.68 8.02±1.97 -3.943 <0.001

Long delay recognition 7.22±2.13 　9.99±1.72 -7.003 <0.001

2.3　Correlation between serum folic acid，Hcy level and cognitive function
Table 2 shows that the level of folic acid was positively correlated with the orientation，instantaneous memory，

and attention & calculation power and Hcy level was negatively corrected with the above indices（P<0.05），while the 

folic acid and Hcy levels had no significant correlation with the language，visual space and word immediate memory

（P>0.05）.
 Table 2　Correlation between Serum Folic Acid，Hcy Level and Cognitive Functions 

Folic acid vs r value P value Hcy vs r value P value

Orientation 0.356 0.023 Orientation -0.297 0.031

Instantaneous memory 0.268 0.029 Instantaneous memory -0.373 0.018

Attention & calculation power 0.735 0.038 Attention & calculation power -0.431 0.027

Short-term memory 0.432 0.035 Short-term memory -0.392 0.042

language 0.135 0.096 language -0.163 0.165

visual space 0.179 0.461 visual space -0.171 0.106

word immediate memory 0.268 0.073 word immediate memory -0.346 0.092

Delayed recall 0.346 0.017 Delayed recall -0.298 0.015

Long delay recognition 0.523 0.027 Long delay recognition -0.483 0.034

3　Discussion
Cognitive impairment is one of the main intrinsic symptoms of schizophrenia（SZ）and its severity and future 

prognosis are not directly correlated with the state of SZ disease ［6］，that is，SZ patients generally maintain a relatively 

stable degree of cognitive impairment. Therefore，the condition of SZ can be clinically ameliorated by treatment，but 

after the treatment，the cognitive dysfunction persists and it is not improved with the improvement in the clinical 

symptoms of SZ. Hence，how to improve the cognitive dysfunction of SZ patients has become one of the hot topics in the 

study of psychiatry.

 Previous studies have shown ［7］ that the production and development of SZ was correlated with the thickness of 

cerebral cortex，while the morphological changes in brain volume and cerebral cortex thickness and brain development 
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disorder involved in the SZ production mechanism，and serum folic acid and Hcy had been proved to influence the 

brain development and morphological growth. Hcy is a sulfur-containing amino acid and it can be generated from 

methylation. Many studies shows that Hcy expression was correlated with the production and development of a variety 

of nervous system diseases ［8］. Some researchers found that the serum Hcy expression in patients of first-episode SZ 

group was significantly higher than the normal level，and they believed that Hcy might induce SZ ［9］. The results of this 

study showed that Hcy level in patients of first-episode SZ group was significantly higher than that of the control group

（P<0.05），and Hcy might be correlated with the pathogenesis of SZ.

Folic acid is one of the essential substances for the growth and development of human organs & tissues and the 

normal operation of physiological functions. In case of an absence of folic acid in human body due to a factor ［11］，it will 

restrict the growth of living cells and lead to the physiological dysfunction，and even affect the brain’s nervous system 

and affect its development. Studies show that the expression of folic acid was correlated with the negative symptoms of 

SZ ［12］，that is，the lower the folic acid level is，the more severe the HZ negative symptoms will be. However，some 

negative symptoms can be improved and alleviated if folic acid is supplemented. In this study，the folic acid level in 

patients of the first-episode SZ group was significantly lower than that of control group（P<0.05），which indicates 

that a low expression of folic acid may increase the incidence of first-episode SZ. This may be because folic acid has a 

function of delivering the carbon units. The decrease or deficiency of folic acid expression may result in the decrease 

of synthesis rate of deoxythymidine and purine nucleotides and the stagnation of the mutual transformation mechanism 

of amino acids，which will reduce the DNA synthesis of neuronal cells and induce the damage of neuronal cells；

Moreover，the deficiency of folic acid can hinder the methyltransferase in central nervous system and cause the people’

s passive indifference and sluggish emotional reactions and other symptoms.

Studies show ［13］ that the abnormal expression of folic acid and Hcy can all affect the brain learning，memory，

orientation，language，thinking ability，and other advanced cognitive functions. In this study，the scores of 

orientation，instantaneous memory，attention，word immediate memory and delayed recall of the SZ group were 

significantly lower than those of the control group（P<0.05）；The correlation analysis results show that the level of folic 

acid was positively correlated with orientation，instantaneous memory，attention and calculation power，while the Hcy 

level was negatively correlated with the indexes mentioned above. This may be because the high expression of Hcy can 

promote the morphological changes in brain tissues，stimulate apoptosis of nervous cells and decrease the expression of 

neurotransmitters in brain tissues so as to thus affect the brain cognitive function. However，folic acid metabolism can 

affect Hcy expression. The higher the metabolic efficiency is，the higher the Hcy expression will be. Therefore，this 

study has also indirectly proved that Hcy expression was negatively correlated with the expression of folic acid. In this 

study，the author also found that the folic acid and Hcy levels had no significant correlation with language，visual space 

and word immediate memory. This may be because the expression of Hcy and folic acid can directly affect the precise 

construction of the prefrontal cortex and its related circuits in the first-episode SZ patients to compel the body to perform 

the dysfunction，while language，visual space and words may be secondary symptoms，which are caused by multiple 

factors.

We believe that the interaction between Hcy and folic acid can directly affect the cognitive function of patients with 

first-episode schizophrenia，which induces the high-degree degeneration of β amyloid，activate glutamate cell toxicity 

to damage neurons and cause hippocampal atrophy. Moreover，it will hinder DNA repair function，neurotransmitter 

synthesis and phospholipid methylation，resulting in irreversible neuronal injury and cognitive impairment in SZ 

patients ［14］. In addition，we also found that the activity level of inflammatory cytokines can also change the cognitive 

functions of patients.

In summary，the serum folic acid level was lower and Hcy level was higher in the first-episode SZ patients. The 

above indices were closely associated with the cognitive functions of the patients and they can be used as specific indices 
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to evaluate the cognitive impairment of SZ patients.
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